SOLUS
Professional Indemnity Insurance for Sole Practitioners
JLT's Legal Practices Group launch SOLUS - a tailored Professional Indemnity Insurance
Solution for Sole Practitioners
Over the past 7 years JLT have consistently been offering Sole Practitioners competitive Professional Indemnity
Insurance premiums. We are now using our experience in this sector to launch SOLUS – our dedicated solution for
Sole Practitioners.
Our focus is always on obtaining you the best possible premium, as simply as possible.
SOLUS provides the following benefits:


A Rated Insurer - Exclusive access to AmTrust who have a flexible underwriting approach and offer competitive
premiums for Sole Practitioners based on all work types without any restrictions on conveyancing.



Experienced Team - Our dedicated SOLUS team have a wealth of experience in assisting with succession
planning, run-off queries and claims. We are on hand to support you through any potential changes to your firm.



Compliance Support - Our SOLUS clients will enjoy access to Legal Eye, a specialist legal compliance and
regulatory business. This offering provides a free compliance health-check including a free half hour consultation call
to discuss the findings as well as access to document templates. These are designed to save you time and ensure
you are up to speed with the latest compliance practice in key areas.
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To find out more, please call us on 0121 224 6765 or send an email titled “SOLUS” along with your contact details
to solicitors@jltgroup.com and we will be in touch in due course.
*When compared to the national average figures reported in The Law Society 2017 Annual PII survey
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This marketing literature is compiled for the benefit of clients and
prospective clients of JLT Specialty Limited (“JLT”). It is not legal advice
and is intended only to highlight general issues relating to its subject
matter. Whilst every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of the
content of this document, no JLT entity accepts any responsibility for any
error, or omission or deficiency. The information contained within this
document may not be reproduced. If you are interested in utilising the
services of JLT you may be required by/under your local regulatory
regime to utilise the services of a local insurance intermediary in your
territory to export insurance and (re)insurance to us unless you have an
exemption and should take advice in this regard.

